Colorful LED Beauty Mask

OPTICAL WHITENING INSTRUMENT

(Neutral)

USE INSTRUCTIONS

- Whitening
- Freckle wrinkle
- Anti-Aging
- Skin tightening
1. (Working principle and function)

LED High-tech optical whitening beauty instrument uses the principle of photodynamic therapy, activation deep cell, and skin better metabolism. When the light is absorbed by the skin, light energy is converted into intracellular energy. To relax and strengthen the micro blood vessels, and make the skin produce photochemical reaction-enzymatic reaction. Increasing the activity of catalase (Catalase) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) in cell, which assume the office of cell's "guard" and "cleaner" increase the cell energy source of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) decomposed. The increase of glycogen and protein content, thus promoting the cell and synthesis of The new supersedes the old.

To stimulate the secretion of basic fibroblast growth factor (BFGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF). The collagen fibers rearrange, blocking and eliminate melanin formation. Accelerate cell growth, speed up the blood circulation, stimulate the production of collagen protein, increase skin elasticity. Have an important effect on repair the aging skin, acne skin, fade spots, promote and tight, ease the sun burns and nursing.

2. (Efficacy of treatment)

Photon treatment of 7 colors of LED lamp
• The red light (red)
  The wavelength of 630nm, known as the "biological activity light" can improve the cell activity, To speed up the metabolism, and promote collagen formation at the same time. With whitening, skin wrinkles, increase skin elasticity, improve skin condition, repair damaged skin, shrink pores, skin firming anti-aging antioxidant efficacy.
The blue light (blue)
Wavelength of 470nm, can inhibit the inflammation, bactericidal anti-inflammatory effect, without any harm to skin conditions, the Propionibacterium reproductively damage, within a short time to make the inflammation of acne significantly reduced to heal. Have effect on dispelling acne sores, bactericidal anti-inflammatory, repair the skin, no scar and pigment.

The green light (green)
Wavelength of 520nm, With neutralization, balance and stability, To reduce skin oil secretion, balance the water and oil, Effectively relieve mental stress, dredge lymph gland and drainage swelling.

The yellow light (yellow)
After special treatment of the 590nm wavelength, it can improve the exchange of oxygen to cells, supplementary energy to skin cells, makes the pigment decomposition, promote lymphatic drainage, improve rough skin, wrinkles, treatment of skin redness fever, ringworm, enhance immunity.

The purple light (purple)
It is red and blue light frequency It combines two kinds of phototherapy efficacy, especially has a particularly good effect and repair in the treatment of acne and remove acne scars.

The cyanine light (cyanine)
Can gradually enhance the cell energy, the metabolism has a very good role in promoting.

The white light (white)
Penetrate the skin deep, accelerate the metabolism of the active tissue, break down the stain, improve the fine lines and loose skin.

3. (The instrument's using)

1. Clean the face of the skin first, let the water natural dry, or use a water absorbent towel gently washed off the face of the skin of the water (do not use a coarse towel to rub the face, this will lead to coarse pores or rough skin, dry skin).
2. Take out the LED color smooth mask device, then take out the power control box, connect the power supply line of the mask instrument to the output hole of the power control box.
3. according to the selection of the key to open the "Color Select/Start" power supply display lights, display the default time is 30 minutes, again by "Color Select/Start" select select button type (01-07 is red, blue, green, yellow, puree, cyanine, white, 08 is the color automatic exchange). According to the time of "Time-l" and "Time+1" increase selection key down regulation of working time (according to individual needs, 0-60 minutes). Pay attention to the operation of when the eyes try not to long time to staring at the light source. "Brightness" can choose the intensity of light (01-09).
4. "Flicker" can choose the lights flashing mode. "Microelectronics" can regulate the micro electric strength (01-09), (according to the individual needs to be adjusted).
5. will shine the mask cover in the face, and find a suitable comfortable position to wear, adjust the tightness of the magic band, with a fixed mask. (Before wearing a mask can be the first to adjust to the weakest light, after wearing the finished to adjust the intensity of light)
6. it is recommended as far as possible in the rest of the time to do photon beauty, find a comfortable sofa or bed, quiet and comfortable Lie down, close your eyes, enjoy the photon's beauty process, and don't read while using the photon mask.
7. Continuous reading of books or newspapers, long hours on the internet.

6. the photon mask can be combined with the use of skin care products of disposable mask, cleansing the face after the skin care products of disposable mask evenly deposited on the face. Using photon irradiation, After the completion of the course of time (generally recommended 15-30 minutes), the power control box automatically turn off LED photons, at this time to take off the mask, do a good job bleeing, so that the next time to continue to use.
7. Mask instrument on the inside of 7 micro current contact point, do not need to use micro current function, you can remove, when you need to use, you can plug in again, please take good care of accessories, so as not to lose.

4. (Note)

1. as far as possible to avoid the eye mask light source part, or a long time to stare at the light source. Please close your eyes and use, if you feel the light is too strong, You can block the eyes using cotton pads or eyeshade.
2. suggestions and good quality natural ingredients disposable mask or acne whitening skincare collocation use, help to absorb the better.
3. due to the mask material plastic, open the packaging is likely to have a smell, which belongs to thenormal phenomenon, but the smell will soon disappear.
4. the luminous film inside the circuit and LED light emitting body, can not be squeezed, can not be folded, can not be weighed.
5. before bed use, after the course of treatment is best put back to the box, or at least ger out of bed.
6. Light mask can not soak in water, you can use a damp cloth scrub:
elastic band can be washed.
7. mask can not be used with corrosive chemical solvent scrub.
8. avoid sun exposure.

5. (Prohibit the use of crowd)
pregnant women, children, Thyroid disease, Light allergic person, Use of drugs can cause allergies. Skin trauma should be used to avoid the wound or not to do. Normal people use or stop using, ask the doctor after doctor.

6. (Product maintenance and after sales service)
1. The company provides from the date of purchase, one year warranty service, but due to time or use the damage is out within the scope of the warranty, power adapter and USB data line parts warranty for three months, the host quality problems occur within one year free repair (butont for the product maintenance produces delivery costs), has more than warranty period can also repair, only charge the parts cost.
2. The fault caused by the individual, the company does not provide free warranty service, the fault caused by unauthorized disassembly, failure caused by careless beat, collision; collision; fault caused by lack of reasonable maintenance; fault without correct guidance by the use of the resulting.